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BACKGROUND
Inherited mutations in the BRCA genes are the most prominent of the inherited cancer genes, a carrier of a BRCA mutation having a vastly increased risk of not only one but several types of cancer, including breast, ovarian, pancreatic, prostate and skin cancer.

Today’s therapeutic strategies are focused on treating cancer after it occurs and the prevention approaches available for BRCA cancers are limited to surgical removal--at a young age--of organs, e.g., breasts and ovaries. This is physically traumatic, feasible for only some cancer types, and unacceptable as a standard of care for children and future generations.

We have an opportunity to develop new preventative approaches because we know underlying gene mutations leading to inherited BRCA cancers. This offers the opportunity of identifying mutation carriers for investigation and to focus research on stopping cancer before it starts.

This conference was organized to find a pathway for changing the fate of children inheriting mutated genes, so that affected families will regain a legacy of health through the development of a medical therapy that prevents all inherited BRCA cancers and leaves people healthy and whole.

The assembled researchers were asked to review the current state of knowledge about inherited BRCA cancers and challenged to devise possible non-surgical prevention strategies for BRCA cancers. The attendees were invited to create specific action items to accelerate progress that HeritX can move forward through commissioning of research targeted to these action items.

The specific focuses of this conference were: (1) alignment on the targeted profile of the therapy for preventing inherited BRCA cancer; (2) creation of research strategies to develop such a preventive therapy; (3) definition of the initial milestone objectives leading to a FDA-approvable prevention; and (4) identification of acceleration opportunities and potential hurdles to address early on.

DETAIL
The participants in this two-and-one-half day meeting included individuals carrying BRCA gene mutations as well as a balanced mix of basic researchers and drug development experts from academic, pharmaceutical, biotech and FDA backgrounds. The discussions led to an alignment on
the goal of BRCA prevention, identification of possible prevention strategies and research needed to achieve these strategies, and opportunities to be pursued in order to speed the crucial research programs.

Alignment on goal
A moderated patient session including a panel of male and female BRCA patients increased recognition of true medical need of BRCA families. This session provided an “A-ha!” moment for the research participants, focusing their attention on the need for comprehensive non-surgical prevention for these patients. One participant said this was “the most eye-opening session ever in this field.” By the close of the opening session all participants had aligned around the urgent need for research that truly focuses on non-surgical prevention for all types of inherited BRCA cancer.

The attendees achieved specific alignment on existing research knowledge gaps as well as the need for accelerated progress in filling these gaps. Fundamental issues important to finding a prevention strategy and requiring experimental elucidation are: (1) to determine if BRCA carriers are inherently haplo-insufficient a state where modestly lower levels of BRCA expression contributes to the increased cancer risk. If haplo-insufficiency is a factor, the group called for work to define the level of gene expression needed to establish a wild-type condition; (2) to determine the criticality of loss of heterozygosity (LOH) as a causal event in cancer formation; and (3) to assess the role of homologous recombination as a driver of tumor initiation.

Specific commitments to move forward with research on identified knowledge gaps were made by a number of participants including those currently in the BRCA field as well as research leaders currently outside the BRCA field.

Identification of BRCA strategies and initial steps forward
Eight potential research strategies were identified. Of these, four are being considered as initial targets: (1) Reconstitution of the wild-type BRCA gene function; (2) Increasing expression of other DNA repair mechanisms to compensate the loss of one copy of the BRCA gene; (3) Providing the gene product(s) necessary to restore DNA repair to the wild-type condition exogenously; and (4) Protecting a BRCA carrier from the earliest steps of cancer development through vaccine/immunotherapeutic approaches.

The first specific research questions, projects and milestones were defined for these prevention strategies, and researchers agreed on the research priorities. The areas chosen for immediate research focus were to: (1) Identify the earliest cellular changes leading to BRCA cancers; (2) validate homologous recombination as the primary culprit for the BRCA-related cancer risk increase; (3) Determine the criticality of loss of heterozygosity (LOH) for the BRCA-related cancer risk increase; (4) Discover means to eliminate the haplo-insufficient condition; e.g., increase the expression of the wild-type BRCA copy in order to induce genomic stability; (5) Determine the optimal level of BRCA expression required to ensure genomic health; (6) Identify modifier genes for BRCA gene expression and cancer risk.

Opportunities to speed research
Opportunities to speed research included (1) designing ways to speed availability of tissue samples for research, (2) enhancing access to existing databases and tissue collections to expedite the start of research, and (3) facilitate the exchange of information among those involved with the HeritX global research initiative.
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